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Camping and glamping Adamova
Lodging for the night
Camping "Adamova" is located just 3 km from the center of Krāslava in a picturesque place on the banks of the Daugava, with
access to the river.
  In the spacious camping area, there are 5 cozy wooden camping houses with a terrace, 6 beds in each (bed linen and towels
are available), places for parking trailers (campers) with the possibility to connect electricity (18 trailers at a time), as well as
the best place for a tent. Guests of the campsite have access to a bathroom with toilets and showers (including for the disabled
guests) and a fully equipped kitchen.
  The camping has a 100 m2 event tent for various corporate events or celebrations.
  The camping “Adamova” offers bicycle and boats rental.
  2 glamping tents (double and quarruple) with a terrace; children`s playground; mobile hot tub and mobile sauna.
Address: Strautmale", Adamova, Ūdrīšu pag., Krāslavas nov., LV-5601, Krāslavas nov.
E-mail: kempingsadamova@gmail.com
Home page: http://www.adamova.lv
Parking lot: Yes
Toilet: WC
Washing possibilities: Shower
Excursion: No
Feeding: No
Renting of inventory: Boat, Bicycle, Fishing-rod, Tent

Tents places
Description: Camping "Adamova" is the best place for a tent in its wide and scenic area! Camping with accessible toilets and
showers (including for people with disabilities), as well as a fully equipped kitchen. Electricity connection is possible in the
area. More information about prices - www.adamova.lv

Overnight accommodations at the countryside
Number of beds: 30
Characterization of places: 5 camping cabins, each with 6 beds.
Price: All prices are published at www.adamova.lv
EN Sadzīves tehnika: Gas-stove, Refrigerator, Tableware, Electric range, Teapot, Shower

Active rest
Description: Camping "Adamova" offers boat rental and water routes on the territory of "Augšdaugava" and "Bends of the
river Daugava", also on other rivers of Latgale. Canoes and kayaks, necessary equipment (paddles, life jackets, etc.) and boat
transportation are offered.
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